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ISSUE #1: INTRODUCING RESIN
‘RESIN – CLIMATE RESILIENT CITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURES’
Dear reader,
We are glad to share with you the first edition of the RESIN newsletter. This newsletter will be circulated
quarterly with the latest project results, insights into progress in project cities and climate change adaptation
and resilience news. If you would like to receive Issue #2, you can subscribe here.
RESIN is a 3.5-year EU-funded interdisciplinary research project investigating climate resilience in European
cities that launched on 6 May 2015. The project combines existing approaches to climate change adaptation
and disaster risk assessment to develop guidelines to support cities in adapting to a changing climate. For
more information on the project partners, background and aims, please visit www.resin-cities.eu.
We are looking forward to working with you to build a community of exchange and expertise on climate
change adaptation and urban resilience!
Your RESIN team

STAKEHOLDER MAPPING
› The RESIN consortium met city partners in Bratislava
to kick-start their adaptation development.
All 17 project partners and the RESIN advisory board
met in Bratislava on 10-11 November for RESIN’s
first Process Management Workshop. City partners,
supported by their RESIN colleagues, mapped out
their local stakeholder landscape, reflecting on
the institutions and systems most crucial to their
adaptation development decisions.
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This workshop was the first in a series of workshops to train and guide project cities in managing their
local resilience processes throughout the project. The next workshop will be held in early spring 2016 in
Freiburg, Germany and focus on matching cities to the project tools that they will co-create, as well as
providing guidance and support for their local adaptation and resilience strategy development.
READ MORE

SPOTLIGHT ON RESIN CITIES
Four European cities, Paris, Manchester, Bratislava and Bilbao, are core project partners and serve as
testing grounds, co-creators and the first beneficiaries of the RESIN project’s outputs.
› Bratislava
Slovakia’s capital and largest city with over 417,000 inhabitants and a total area of 367.9 km2 lies on the River
Danube and is bordered by Austria and Hungary. Strong commitment to climate change adaptation at a local
governmental level has led to a number of strategies and action plans, among other steps the city is taking to
protect its citizens’ health and safety and critical infrastructure from potential hazards arising from climate change.
› Manchester
Greater Manchester in the north of England, home to 2.7 million people and covering an area of 1,277km2, was
at the heart of the industrial revolution. Its administrative structures and history of collaboration with research
institutions provide a supportive context for the city’s adaptation aims, which are to understand and address
changing climate events that could threaten its path towards sustainable economic growth and social wellbeing.
› Paris
The French capital is one of Europe’s largest cities with a population of 2.24 million (2012) in the city and 10.54
million (2012) in the wider Île-de-France region, one of the most economically stable regions in France and
indeed Europe. Paris’ adaptation goals strive to anticipate and prepare the city for extreme weather events while
promoting urban agriculture, strengthening urban biodiversity and improving thermal comfort for its citizens.
› Bilbao
Bilbao, the capital of Biscay in northern Spain’s Basque Country, is a port city with an urban population of 346,000,
whose coastal location and maritime climate could lead to significant climate change impacts. Bilbao’s local
government is starting to show its support for climate change adaptation, but has not formalised its political
commitment, and Bilbao does not yet have a standalone adaptation and critical infrastructure protection strategy.
READ MORE

RESEARCH NEWS:
THE RESIN METHOD OF ACTOR ANALYSIS
› The methodology applied in Bratislava to map stakeholders represents the basis of the activities of the RESIN
workshops to come. A report on stakeholder mapping and actor analysis is available on the RESIN website.
Particularly for cities at the beginning of their adaptation development, it is crucial to understand who
the key actors are in the local adaptation conversation and how they relate to one another. This report
provides a practical overview of the stakeholder analysis process, beginning with the various methods of
identifying, categorising and differentiating the relevant stakeholders and their relationships and providing
guidance on how to build effective communication and cooperation.
READ MORE

CITY NEWS
› Winter storms cause flood damage in Greater
Manchester
UK and Irish cities experienced record levels of
rainfall in December 2015, bringing the question of
critical infrastructure protection and city resilience
to the top of the agenda for local and national
governments across the region.
Flooding in Greater Manchester caused widespread
property damage and power outages, road closures,
the destruction of two footbridges and a gas
explosion, which led to gas outages.
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The University of Manchester recently produced
an analysis of weather and climate hazards facing
European cities as part of their RESIN research.
Greater Manchester is working closely with the
University of Manchester as part of RESIN to assess
the city’s climate resilience needs.
READ MORE

STATE OF THE ART REPORTS PUBLISHED ONLINE
› “Urban Critical Infrastructure Systems”
How does climate change relate to more immediate and tangible threats to critical infrastructure, such
as terrorist attacks like the events in Paris last November? RESIN researchers advocate for an integrated
approach to adaptation that accounts for the whole range of risks and threats to critical infrastructure.
› “ Resilience, adaptation and disaster risk reduction: concepts, definitions and application”
“Resilience (NIAC, 2009): the ability to function, survive and thrive no matter what stresses happen and to
skilfully prepare for, respond to, and manage a crisis. Finally, it should include the ability to return to normal
operations as quickly as possible after a disruption.” This report provides definitions of the project’s key terms.
› “ Vulnerability Assessment: Definitions, indicators and existing assessment methods”
A review of vulnerability assessment research and a glossary of key terms provide a theoretical foundation
for the project’s definitions and for RESIN’s approach to vulnerability assessment. The report also looks
at what makes cities and critical infrastructure vulnerable.
› “ Adaptation Approaches: Characterizing, assessing and prioritizing towards implementation”
Cities want to adapt to climate change, but where should they start? This document addresses how adaptation
options for cities can be characterised and prioritised with a particular focus on nature-based solutions.
› “ Decision support”
This report tackles the ambiguities that adaptation to climate change confronts us with. The primary focus is on
decision support: how to reduce uncertainties and to cope with remaining uncertainties when developing solutions.
READ MORE

UPCOMING EVENTS
› Adaptation Futures
10-13 May 2016 / Rotterdam, Netherlands
RESIN will contribute to the PROVIA conference on
the topic of ‘Resilient risk management strategies
for critical infrastructure within cities’.
READ MORE
› Open European Day 2016
5 July 2016 / Bonn, Germany
Open European Day will be held this year in Bonn with
RESIN as a contributing and co-organising partner.
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READ MORE
› Bonn Resilient Cities
2016 6-8 July 2016 / Bonn, Germany
Resilient Cities - The Annual Global Forum on Urban
Resilience and Adaptation - is the global platform for
urban resilience and climate change adaptation, hosted
every year in Bonn. More than 500 participants and over
30 partners each year helped make Resilient Cities a
milestone event connecting local government leaders
and climate adaptation experts to discuss adaptation
challenges facing urban environments around the globe.
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READ MORE

JOIN THE RESIN COMMUNITY
› We would like to invite you to join RESIN on LinkedIn
Join the conversation on adaptation and resilience, keep up to date on the latest project results, events
and opportunities and exchange with colleagues in the RESIN LinkedIn group.
READ MORE

CONTACT RESIN
Visit us online:
www.resin-cities.eu

RESIN coordinator:
Peter Bosch
resin@tno.nl
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